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Dogma of Molecular Biology 

!  Stretch of DNA (gene) contains information to make 
a specific amino acid sequence 

!  Information in the DNA is not directly translated into 
the amino acid sequence 

•  DNA → RNA → proteins 



Transcription & Translation 

!  Transcription 
! DNA transcribed (copied) to 

mRNA by RNA polymerase 

!  Translation 
! mRNA is translated (decoded) to 

protein 
! Language of the nucleic acids 

are converted to the language 
of the proteins 



Exceptions to the dogma 

!  Some RNA molecules made by genes are not 
mRNAs 
! Perform other functions in cell (i.e. tRNA, ribosomes) 
! DNA $ RNA 

!  RNA can be used to make DNA 
! Reverse transcriptase 

" Viral enzyme used to synthesize DNA version of virus’s RNA 
" e.g. HIV 

! RNA $ DNA 



Genotypes make phenotypes 

!  Genotype 
! Sequence of bases in an organism’s DNA 

!  Phenotype 
! Product of the proteins DNA produces 

!  Alleles 
! Different DNA sequence possibilities for a gene 
! Different alleles produce different proteins 
! Different proteins can produce different phenotypes 



Genotypes make phenotypes 



Genetic Code 

!  How does the sequence of mRNA code for the 
specific amino acids in a protein? 

!  George Gamow 
! Predicted each “word” in genetic code contain three 

bases 
! 20 AA and 4 RNA bases 

" 3 base code is the least that could specify all amino acids 
" 4x4=16 
" 4x4x4=64 



Genetic code 

!  Triplet code is redundant 
! Some AAs specified by more than one triplet 



Properties of the code 

!  Redundant 
! Most AAs are encoded by more 

than one codon 
!  Conservative 

!  First 2 bases are identical when 
multiple codons specify same AA 

!  Unambiguous 
! One codon codes for one AA 

!  Universal 
! All codons specify same AA in 

all organisms 



Codons 

!  Codon 
! Group of three bases that specifies particular AA 

!  Start codon 
! Signals start of protein-encoding sequence of mRNA 
! AUG 

!  Stop codons 
! Signals end of protein coding sequence 
! UGA, UAA, UAG 



Using the code 

!  Predict codons and AAs encoded by DNA 
!  Predict DNA from mRNA AAs 



Using the code 

!  You try 



Using the code 

!  You try 

AUG   CCC    CUG    GAG  GGG   GUU   AGA   CAU 

Met     Pro      Leu      Glu     Gly     Val      Arg    His 



Mutations 

!  Permanent change in DNA 
! Modification of cell’s information 

archive 
! Create new alleles 

!  Point mutations 
! Single base change 

!  Chromosome level mutations 
! Addition or deletion of 

chromosomes 



Point mutations 

!  Result from single base change 
!  DNA polymerase inserts wrong base  

! Proofreading & mismatch repair fail 



Point mutations 

!  Types: 
! Replacement (or missense) mutations 

" Result in changes in AA sequence 

! Silent mutations 
" Doesn’t change AA sequence 



Effects of mutations 

!  Beneficial 
!  Increase fitness 

!  Neutral 
! Do not affect fitness 
! e.g. silent mutations 

!  Deleterious 
! Decrease fitness 

!  Most mutations are neutral or slightly deleterious 



Chromosome-level mutations 

!  Changes in chromosome number 
! Polyploidy: increase in number of each type of 

chromosome 
! Aneuploidy: addition or deletion of a chromosome 

!  Changes in chromosome composition 
!  Inversion: section breaks, rotates, and rejoins 
! Translocation: section breaks and attaches to another 

chromosome 



One-gene, one enzyme hypothesis 

!  Beadle and Tatum experiment: 
! Damaged genes in bread mold 
! Observed mold’s inability to produces specific proteins 
! Developed hypothesis 

!  Srb and Horowitz  
!  tested this hypothesis 




